Safcoâ—Maylineâ to launch new line of active seating
Minneapolis, MN (May, 2018) Bounce into new colors with Safcoâ—Maylineâ.
Safcoâ—Maylineâ is launching new colors to extend our pre-existing line of active
seating. Zenergyä, Runtzä , and Zenergy Swivelä Ball Chairs are now available in
two-tone fabrics. We will be showcasing our new additions to the Active Collection at
NeoCon in Showroom 1147, June 11-13th.
Multi-colored options are available in two-tone vinyl or two-tone fabric to suit a variety
of décor. All pieces include a covered exercise ball, anti-skid base, and a pump. These
chairs support a movement-filled day and can help improve posture.
Runtz is the perfect size for children to use, and acts as a great alternative desk chair
within classrooms. Zenergy and Zenergy Swivel, provide adults with an easy way to
mix up their day within the workplace; perfect for a collaborative space or private
office.
These seating solutions are part of the Active Collection; Active Collection products are
designed to promote active movement throughout the day and engage major muscle
groups to help combat the negative effects of inactivity. Ball Chairs designed by
Thomas Walser.
Come visit us at NeoCon!
About Safco—Mayline
With 125 years of industry knowledge, Safcoâ—Maylineâ offers an array of furniture solutions to create
top-notch spaces everyone will be talking about. We deliver a memorable experience because we truly
care about how and where people work. To create work spaces that energize and inspire people, we use
market knowledge and employee know-how to spread workspace product innovation. We maintain a
culture of spirited professionalism to ensure that everyone receives a positive, memorable experience customer and employee alike.
This product is part of the Active Collection line; The Active Collection products are designed to promote
active movement throughout the day and engage major muscle groups to help combat the negative
effects of inactivity in many workplace settings.
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